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1.

GENERAL

1.l

This secticn·discusses
private line telephone
net:work.

general design concepts and procedures for
services not switched into the public message

l. 2 Private

line telephcne circuits
interconnect two or rrore staticn
sets over local. loops and, as required, dedicated interoffice
facilities.
There is no comection to central office or PBX switching equiprent.
station
sets may be located in geographically dispersed areas.
With such private
line systems, the rural telephone canpany typically provides only a portion
of the overall circuit.
Point-to-point
telephone circuits provide a direct connection between two station sets.
Generally these circuits are designed ·
using "plain old telephone service" (POTS) techniques.
Figure 1
illustrates
a point-to-point
ccnnectian.
1.3

Staticn
Set
OFacility

loop

O'.)

I· I

Interoffice
Facility*

O'.)

I·I

Figure 1 Point-to-Point

* An interoffice

1.4

facility

Loop

Facility

Q

Circuit

may or may not be required.

Multiroint telephone circuits
interconnect three or rrore station
sets.
Because of the carplexity of these circuits special
engineering consideraticns
are required.
Figure 2 illustrates
a typical
multipoint circuit.
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Figure 2 Multipoint

1.5

Special applications
other TE&CM
sections

Circuit

of private line circuits are discussed
as indicated in Table 1.

in

TABLE 1

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS OF PRIVATE LINE CIRCUITS

Service
Fire Ala.rm Conference Service

2.

2.1

Publication
TE&CM
141

I'bbile Radio

TE&CM
940

Voiceband Data

TE&CM
472 (Proposed)

Broadcast Audio Circuits

TE&CM
473 (Proposed)

DESCRIPTIOO OF MULTIPOINT PRIVATE LINE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Normally in a multipoint circuit each station can signal and
carrnunicate with all other stations either individually
or collectively for conference calls.
However, should the user not require the
conference calling feature, the circuit may be designed as a point-to-point
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circuit using POI'S type design techniques.
For this
assumed that only two telephone sets will be off-hook
'Ihe custorrer should be infonned that the circuit will
factorily
should it be used for conference calling.
economics, both in naterial costs and design time.

applicaticn
it is
simultaneously.
not perform satisThe advantage here is

2.2 The first step in the design process for a multipoint circuit is the
· preparation of a geographical layout.
Existing· cable routes between
the desired locaticns should be followed and existing facilities
should be
used as much as possible.
2.3

Multipoint circuits which nay be used for conference calling generally require 4-wire facilities.
The number of stations served,
distance between furthenrost
stations,
and type of service required (that
is half or full duplex or sane.canbinatian
of half and full duplex operaticn) detenni.ne the extent to which 4-wire facilities
are used. Multiple
singing and echo paths produced by several 2-wire branches is a limiting
factor for systems whose maximum circuit length exceeds about 250 miles
where full duplex transmission is re:;i:uired. Such systems require a
detailed return loss analysis to insure stability.
However, sorre 2-wire
branches nay be used where the circuit is primarily a 4-wire facility.
2.4

Four-wire multipoint circuits nay require the use of 4-wire station
sets.
Two-wire station sets should be kept to a minimum. The use
of rrany 2-wire/4-wire tenni.nating sets in a multipoint system can cause
echo or singing.
Four-wire station sets eliminate the need for hybrid
type tenninating sets and their potential as sources of instability
and
echo.
3.

BRIDGING ARRANGEMENTS

3.1

Multipoint private line circuits,
see Figure 2, interconnect stations at camon bridging points.
Lines connecting station locations
to a bridge are camonly called branch circuits.
Extension station sets
nay be bridged at the tenni.nal location of the branch circuit.
More than
one bridging point nay be required for a multipoint system. The connection
between bridges is conm:mly referred to as the primary or backbone route.
Connections to the bridging point, both branch and backbone lines, are
defined as legs. Of primary irrq:,ortance is that the irqpedances of each
leg be as close as possible.
Repeat coils or equivalent natching devices
should be used for proper impedance natching where different
facilities
are bridged at the same point.
For the rrost part rural telephone
caripanies will only be involved with providing service for branch circuits
3. 2 Two-wire bridges are .relatively
sirrg;>leto irrple:nent. They find
their greatest application in alann rronitoring and half duplex
circuits.
The three basic types are the straight bridge, resistance
bridge and pad bridge.
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3.2.1·

The·straictht bridge, the sin'plest of the bridge types, consists
of two or rrore lines connected in parallel at a camon p:,int as
illustrated
in Figure 3. It provides a bridge connection with m.inbnum
insertion loss.
However, this arrangarent intensifies
any irregularities
that may exist in a given leg and affects the perfoDTli3nceof all other
legs connected to the bridging p:,int.
A large in'pedance irregularity
in
arr.I leg has a direct effect en the balance of all legs and, therefore,
the backbcne circuit as well. All legs must have similar in'pedances.
The in'pedance at the bridging p:,int varies with the number of station
sets off-hook at arr.I given time.

Station
Sets

•-----Wire

Pair

'- Bridging Point
Wire Pair----•

· Figure 3 Straight

Bridge

3.2.1.1

When one leg requires a repeater adjacent to the bridging p:,int,
and the other legs are not repeatered a 600 ohm pad of at least
5 dB should be placed in each non-repeatered leg adjacent to the bridge.
The pads provide uniform impedance and thereby insure repeater stability.
If the circuit loss is too high as a result of the addition of the pads,
then another bridging scheme should be used.
3.2.1.2

The inserticn loss of the straight bridge is 20 log n/2 dB
where n is the total number of legs.
The calculated loss is
valid when all. legs are terminated in the same impedance, usually 600
ohms. Inserticn losses for 3 to 6 legs are listed in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

INSERTIOSI
LOSS FOR STRAIGHTBRIOOF.S

Number of Legs (n)

Insertion

Loss (dB)

3

3.5

4

6.0

5

8.0

6

9.5

3.2.2

The resistance bridge ~as resistors
inserted in each leg as
shown in Figure 4. The resistors
are chosen to present a tll'liforrn
impedance, usually 600. ohms, at the bridge point.
Irr!J?ed.anceirregularities in any leg connected to the resistance bridge are less likely to
affect other legs or the singing margin of the overall circuit than with
the straight bridge.
When the bridge insertion loss is not a limiting
factor, this bridge is preferred to the straight bridge.
Resistance
bridges are available camercially.

R = 150 ohms for a
4 leg bridge
Figure 4 Resistive

Bridge
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3.2.2.1

Repeaters are generally
bridge.

3.2.2.2

The

used in each leg of the resistance

insertion loss of the resistance bridge, with all legs
tenninated in their naninal in"\Pedance (usually 600 olnls) is
20 log (n-1) dB where n is the number of legs. Table 3 lists the insertion loss for 3 to 8 legs. Units are available with greater bridging
capability than listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3
INSERTICN LOSS FOR RESISTANCE BRIOOES

Number·of r.:.egs·
(n)

3.2.2.3

I,nsertion

Loss . (dB)

3

6.0

4

9.5

5

12.0

6

14.0

7

15.6

8

16.9

The value of the series
calculated fran

resistor

(R)

shown in Figure

4

is

~ (n - 2)

R =

2n

Where Re, is the naninal bridge irqpedance (nonrally 600 ohms) and n is the
number Bf legs.
A bridge with 4 legs and a naninal irqpedance of 600 ohms
should have a series resistance,
R, of 150 ohms.
3.2.3

The pad bridge has 600 ohm, 5 dB pads in each leg as shown in
Figure 5. The pads provide unifonn irqpedance between bridge legs.
Therefore, use of the pad bridge tends to :irrprove singing margins and
minimizes the effect that an impairment in one leg may have an the other
•legs.
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600 ohm
5 dB Pads

Figure 5 Pad Bridge

3.2.3.1

F.a.ch leg nonna.lly requires
lGSS of the 5 dB pads.

a repeater

to offset

the insertion

3.2.3.2

The insertion loss of the pad bridge is the sane as that of the
straight bridge plus the loss of the pads; 10 dB+ 20 log n/2 dB
where n is the number of legs.
The insertion loss for 3 to 6 legs is
listed in Table 4.
Table 4
INSERTIONLOSS FORPAD BRIOOES
Nurrber of Legs (n)

3.3

Insertion

loss

3

13.5

4

16.0

5

18.0

6

19.5

(dB)

Four-wire bridges, see Figure 6, are available in the fo.rm of
active (electronic)
or passive (resistive)
networks, nornally
designed for 600 ohm irrq)edances at each 4-wire port.
F.a.chport has an
input and an output. ' The input of each port provides a transmission
path to the output of all other ports.
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Port 3
0

I

I

0

I

o

Port 4·

+

= Input
= output
= Primary Signal Flow

Figure 6 Four-Way, 4-Wire Bridge
3.3.l

Active bridges use integrated circuit technology .to provide
bri<3ging function.
Generally the bridge insertion loss is
table; and electronic circuits provide undirectional
paths between
and outputs thereby isolating each input from all other inputs and
input and output of the same port.
3.3.2

the
selecinputs
the

Passive bridges are canposed of a CCJr!Plexresistive
network. In
the 4-way resistive
bridge there is a direct transmission path
(link) between the input of each port and the·output of all other ports
(Refer to Figure 6) • This requires twelve resistive
links between inputs
and outputs.
These links also provide indirect paths between the input
of each port and the input of all.other
ports and the input and output
of the same port.
Of interest are the input and output of the same port.
By providing tip and ring reversals
within the bridge the return currents
can be made to cancel.
However, it is only possible to have three such
reversals.
Therefore, one port, normally port No. 4, has a poorer return
loss than the others, in the order of 10 dB. Insertion loss is as
indicated in Table 5.
Table 5
··4.;..1,i/IRE
RESISTIVEBRIOOEINSERTIONLOSS
Number of Ports

Insertion

loss

4

15

6

20

8

23

(dB)·
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4.

4.1

TALK-R?I.CK CIRCUIT

mentioned previously multipoint private line circuits are
generally designed for conference services using 4-wire facilities.
These systems rray require 4-wire stations.
The standard 4-wire telephone
sets do not provide any connection between the transmitting
and receiving
side of the circuit.
Thus, no sidetone.
Subjective tests indicate that
sane sidetone is desirable.
Further, it is not possible to ccmnunicate
between staticns bridged at the sane station tenninating equipnent.
Therefore, four-wire telephone sets require an external circuit called
a talk--back path which provides a transmission path between the transmitter and receiver.
Any talk back path should be a unidirectional
circuit with a reverse loss of at least 40 dB. The talk_.back circuit is
provided at the bridging point or as part of the four wire station
tenninating equipnent.
'As

4.2

One rrethod to provide a talk-back path is to.bridge a line arqplifier
across the transmit and receive pair of the branch as shown in
Figure 7. In general the arqplifier should be set so that the transmission
level fran the station talker to his own receiver is equivalent to that of
a distant talker.
Sane 4-wire bridges and station
tenninating equipnent
have a talk-back (sidetone) opticn.

To 4-Wire Bridge

I

\

'

ITalk

Back
Path

i

'Ib 4-Wire Station

Figure 7 Talk Back Arrplifier
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5.

STkI'IOL'\JTERMINATING EQUIIMENI'

5.1

Private line telephone circuits may terminate in a station set, key
system, or PBX. Interface equipnent is normally required between
the private line circuit and the station sets, Key system, or PBX. Packages containing the equipnent necessary to provide all the interface
functions are generally available fran rranufacturers who provide special
services products.
Circuits for use with 2-wire or 4-wire facilities
are
available with such options as local or camon battery, idle circuit or
loudspeaker termination, extensicn staticn capability,
station level
control, talkback, loop back testing,
and various signaling arrangements.
This equip:nent is generally divided into two broad categories:
5.1.1

Fquipnent associated
ccmron equipnent.

5.1.2

Fquipnent associated with the station
to as station equipnent.

5.2

with the line is generally

referred

set is generally

to as
referred

eqµipnent usually provides impedance matching between the
line and station set and is camon to all station sets at one
location.
'!he basic carmon equipnent is the line termination unit which
provides impedance matching, and options such as atl\Plifiers or pads,
talkback (sidetone) atl\Plifier, or l90p back capability.
To acccmrodate
rrore than one 4-wire station set the line termination unit typically
presents a relatively
low impedance source to the station:, sets~ -With
this arrangement the reflection
loss due to the impedance mismatch decreases and bridging loss increases as the number of extension stations
increases; thus, a unifonn loss can be maintained for various numbers of
extension stations.
Figure 8 illustrates
one type of ccm:ron equipnent
for terminating a 4-wire circuit.

To Imp

Connon

Receive

To Signaling
Circuit
To lDop liMT

p Lt>

3~-

To Station

Receiver

b t <l_j ~
~,---·
-,-----,,-f---

~

Talk-back Circuit

)

Arrplifiers

To Station

Figure 8 Typical Camon Equipnent

Transmitter
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5.3

Station eguiµnent generally provides for the application of talk
battery, ringing signals, and any other functions necessary for the
operation of the station set.
Transmit, receive, and signaling leads are
comronly controlled by a pick-up relay which in turn is controlled by the
hook switch contacts.
6.

TRANSMISSICN
CCNSIDERATICNS

6.1

For multiroint private line circuits the stand~d transmission plan
calls for a 0 dB (lossless) backbone circuit between bridging locations with the allowable net loss assigned to the branch circuits.
The
maximum net loss for :multipoint circuits
is 10 dB between 2-wire stations
and 16 dB between 4-wire stations.
The transmission plan is typically
based on a 0 dB transmission level at the station set and +7 dB at the
receiving port of a bridge.
Figure 9 illustrates
a typical transmission
layout for a multipoint circuit.
6.2

For roint-to-roint
circuits the maximum net loss is 16 dB between
2-wire station sets and 22 dB between 4-wire station sets.

6.3

Circuits should conform to design practices of TE&CM
424 "Design of
Two-Wire Subscriber Loop and PBXTrunk Plant" and TE&CM
431 "Voice
Frequency Loading for Trunk Cables."
TE&CM
470 "SWitched Special Services
and Private Branch Exchange Services", Paragraph 4 should be referred to
for further transmission cansideraticns.
6.4

At passive 4-wire bridges all the input
should be the same. Pads and arrplifiers
levels at sane input ports.
levels may vary
for convenience in transmission maintenance,
feasible,
to provide cam:on input levels for
7.

levels for a given bridge
may be required to adjust
from bridge to bridge.
However.
it is desirable as far as
all bridges in a given system.

SIGNALING

7.1

There are several types of signaling used for private line circuits.
Usually all status signals and battery feed functions are implemented
by the signaling equiprent.
Circuits should be designed to maintain the 23
ma minimum loop requirerrent for proper station set performmce.
Only the
more camonly used equipnent, autaratic ringdown and selective signaling
equiprent, is covered.
7.2

Autorratic ringdown (ARD)equipnent is generally used for non-dial
point-to-point
circuits.
It signals either end of the circuit when
the opposite end goes off-hook.
Various options may be available such as
selectable battery feed voltage, 600 ohm or 900 ohm impedance matching,
interrupted
ringing, and one-way and two-way ringing.
The battery feed
voltage option determines the maximum loop limit.
Transmission facilities
may be either 2-wire, 4-wire, or carrier derived.

Backbone Circuit
-16

-16 dB O dB

Station
Sets

~

Branch
Circuit

O dB

~

I

➔

SSE
-8 dB f

I

-8 dB

+7 dB

-16 dB

fi5l

>-I
carrier

I

I

I
-16dB-8

+7 dB

15 dB·

I

+7 dB

+7 dB

-8 dB

-16 dB

carrier

(1) 'Ihe active bridge insertion loss is
selectable.
(2) P ::;:::.
8 dB P.ad_
· (3) · SSE-= Selective Signaling Equiprent
(4) No loop current

0 dB

15 dB

Backbone
Circuit

-8 dB

Notes:

-16

I -8 dB

Insertion
Loss (1)

~
I

4-Wire
4-Way
Active
Bridge

dBi

Insertion
Loss·

+7 dB

0 dB

+ 7 dB

-8 dB

+7 dB

Passive
Bridge

.

0 -16

SSE

I 4-Wire
4-Way

+7 dB

-16 dB
-'-16 dB

SSE

-8 dB

0 dB

0 -16

+7 dB

required

(5) Maximum end-to-end

loss is 16 dB

;
~·.

-16 dB

'ti

Ii!"

g2
(1)

·.

~

I-'-...]'

w~

FIGJRE 9 Transmission

Layout for M.Iltipoint

System
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7.3

Selective signaling systems are available for both rotary dial
signaling, camon designation SS-1 (relay logic) or SS-4 (transistorized
version), and dual tone multifrequency
(DIMF) signaling,
ciamondesignation SS-3. Equipnent packages are available containing
camon equiprent and station equipnent.
One such package is required
at each subscriber location.
The camon equipnent is capable of handling
various numbers of 4-wire station sets depending an the equiprent type •.
The systan uses tcne signaling with no loop current between equiprent
locaticns.
Fa.ch station in the system is assigned one or more codes.
Nonnally a broadcast code is available to signal all stations in the systems
simultaneously.
Transmission facilities
are 4-wire.
Since all stations
are intercoonected via a single channel, a privacy option is usually
available.
This option locks out all other stations,
either manually or
autanatically,
when a station set goes off-hook while the system is idle.
7.3.1

SS-1 systan is capable of selectively
signaling up to 81
individual staticns.
The systan uses a 2-digit code generated
by dial pulses (options are available
for DIMFsignaling).
The dial
pulses are converted to frequency-shifted
tones for transmission over
4-wire facilities.
Equipnent at the various station locations decodes
the 2-digit code and signals only the called station or staticns.
The

7.3.2

The SS-3 selective
signaling system uses 3-digit DIMFsignal codes.
Up to 729 codes are generally available.
Fquip:rent at each station
location decodes the 3-digit codes and signals only the called station or
stations.
In additioo to signaling station sets, dedicated codes may be
arranged to ccntrol auxiliary equip:rent such as.lights,·loudspeakers,
Imtors, etc.

8.

TYPICALPRIVATE LINE C;i:RCUITS

8.1

Point~to-Point
circuits normally use 2-wire voice frequency facilities and autanatic ringdown (ARD)signaling equip:rent.
The ARD
equipnent may be located at any point along the circuit within its signaling range limit.
Negative resistance
(E..:.6)or hybrid type repeaters may
be used to extend voice frequency signals and loop extenders or dial long
line (DLI.,)equipnent may be used to extend the loop limit.
Normal rors
type design techniques may be used.
8.1.1

The sinplest applicaticn
of the ARDequipnent (see Figure 10) is
when the staticn A to co facility
is similar to the Station B to
CO facility,
and both facilities
are within the loop limits of the central
office battery.
The battery feed resistance
is normally 400 ohms. When
the ARDis powered by a 51. 6 volt CO battery, the loop l.imi t for each side
is about 1700 ohms of outside plant, assuming that the telephone set de
resistance does not exceed 200 ohms.
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Station

Station

c.o.

A

Q?)i--------1

1

B

7

~filnging

0

=

51.6 Vdc

Figure 10 Typical Ringdown Circuit
When either facility
A or B is loaded, theTl ARD equipnent with an
impedance matching option should be used. The ARD equiprent should
be set for 600 ohms facing the nonloaded cable and 900 ohrrs facing the
loaded cable.
8. 1. 2

8.1.3

When range extension is required on one side only, a repeater
loop extender or DLL may be used as shown in Figure 11. The
repeater may be used as the interface between dissimilar
facilities.

Staticn

Station

\/lr:-:-7

A

0 X ><
XZ'f7L,":.J-.Battery
1 CRinging

and

B

0
Generator

1.

X

= Load

2.

~

= Rep63.ter and loop extender

3.

The rraximum circuit

4.

The circuit net loss should be within+
type cirCl!;it.

Points

Figure 11 Ringdam Circuit

or DLL

net loss should not exceed 16 dB end-to-enn.
2 dB of a similar

When One Side Requires Range Extension

POTS
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8.1.4 -- Whenthe facility

between Station A and Station B is loaded, a
booster batte.r:y and repeater may be used to extend the circuit
limits.
Figure 12 illustrates
the use of an intermediate hybrid repeater
and batte.r:y boost. Repeaters without A & B leads, must be used as tenninal
repeaters.
Station

Station
A

B

Hyb
A,B

VFR

A, B

ARD

72 Vdc

Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ringing Gen

X = loading Point
A, B = A and B leads of hybrid repeater
The maxinum circuit net less should not exceed 16 dB
The circuit net loss should be within + 2 dB of a
similar POI'S type circuit.

Figure 12 Ring:I.Ol'ffiCircuit

When Both Sides Require Range Extension

Circuits which extend beyond the exchange area may require 4-wire
voice frequency or carrier derived facilities.
Ringdown to E&M
and ringdown to SF converters are available for 4-wire voice frequency or
carrier facilities.
Circuits originating
fran a connecting canpany, such
as the Bell System, will normally be engineered by the connecting canpany.
The local conpany need only supply the facilities
and tenninating equipnent
required.
All equipnent is normally adjusted to meet the connecting canpanies' specifications.
Should an interexchange circuit be carposed of
two-wire facilities
with different
loading scherres, the ARDequipnent and
precision balancing equipnent may be placed at the interface to :i..rrprove
the return loss of the circuit.
8.1.5

8.2

Multipoint circuits generally cover a wide geographical area with only
one branch circuit extending into a rural exchange. These circuits
generally use 4-wire facilities
and selective signaling systems with 4-wire
station sets.
The carrnon equipnent line interface unit provides for transmission level adjustment.
The station equipnent provides the local talk
battery connections.

REATE&CM471
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8.2.1

Refer to Figure 13 for the following
circuit.

exanple of a multi!X)int branch

8.2.1.1

AT-carrier
circuit is required 'between the local central
office and the connecting oompany' s interface IX)int. The
4-wire channel derived from the carrier system has the standard interface levels of +7 dB and -16 dB. The +7 dB receive level is attenuated
to O dB by pad P1 and the -5 dB transmit level is attenuated to -16 dB
by pad P2. A 4-wire facility
extends the circuit to SS-1 conpatable
selective signaling equipnent at the customer premises.
The selective
signaling equipnent terminates in a 5 line key system with DIMF signaling.
The key system requires rrodification to provide 4-wire service for one
line.
A DIMF to dial conversion unit is required for the SS-1 system.
8.2.1.2

The local

telephone company must provide the 4-wire channel to the
connecting company, the local loop, and the custaner pranises
equipment. A kit is available to rrodify the key system for use with one
4-wire line.
8. 2. 1. 3 The local circuit chosen is 4. 3 Km (14 Kf) of 24 gauge cable.
This information is given to the connecting corrpany to complete
the design of the branch circuit.
The local circuit is terminated at both
ends in 600 ohm impedances. The insertion loss of the cable can be determined with 0.5 dB by using 'IE&CM470, Figure 8, "l KHz Loss of Non-Loaded
cable with 900 Ohrrs Terminal and Source Impedance. " The insertion loss of
the local cable is about 5 dB.

coz
+7 dB

T-carrier

l4- 14 Kf

POC

Notes :

0 dB

11---------16 dB -5 dB

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

0 dB

24NL--1

PI = 7 dB pa.d
P2 = 11 dB pa.d
COZ= serving central office
BT ==Bridge Tap
SSE= Selective signaling equiprrent
POC= point of connection

Figure 13 Multipoint

Branch Circuit

-16 dB

-5 dB

SS_E.

0 dB

Station
Set
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9.

GLOSSARY
,:

DIME' - Dual tone multifrequency

signal

used to provide address signaling •

. Echo~ .A reflection

of the primacy signal, caused by one or rrore impedance
irregularities,
with sufficient
nagnitude and delay to be perceptible
to the ear as clistinct fran the primary signal.
Full-Duplex Transmission - A method of operating a cannunications
such that each end can simultaneously transmit and receive.

circuit

Half-Duplex Transmission - A rrethod of operating a carmunications circuit
such that each end can transmit and receive, but not simultaneously.
Normal
operaticn is alternate one-way-at-a-time transmission.
Network
a.

The facilities
network is the aggregate of transmission
switching systans, and staticn equiprent.

b.

An

systems,

electrical/electronic
circuit,
usually packaged as a single piece
of apparatus or an a printed circuit pack.

Private Line - A circuit leased by a custaner for his exclusive use, connecting two or rrore terminal locations to each other and working independently of any central office switched interconnecticns.
Reflection loss - The difference in dB between the power that is actually
transferred
fran one circuit to the next and the power that would be transferred if the second circuit were identical to the first.
Sidetane - The portion of the signal
fed back to the receiver.

frcm a telephone

transmitter

Singing - A continuous whistle or howl caused by oscillations
circuit.
It occurs when the sum of the gains in the circuit
sum of all circuit losses.
Talkback Circuit
sets.

-

A

circuit

to provide a sidetone

which is

in a telephone
exceeds the

path for 4-wire telephone

Transhybrid Loss - The transmission loss between opposite ports of a hybrid
network; i.e. , between the four wire input and output ports on the same
side of the hybrid network.
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